Activation of the noradrenergic system facilitates an attentional shift in the rat.
The noradrenergic system was pharmacologically activated with the alpha 2 receptor antagonist, idazoxan (2 mg/kg i.p.), during the acquisition of a complex appetitive task requiring a shift in attention to stimulus dimension and in response strategy. Rats first learned a fixed path of 6 successive choices in a linear maze. The task was then changed to a visual discrimination task in which the spatial configuration of the correct path was indicated by visual cues and changed on each daily trial. During this part of the task, the rats were injected before each trial with idazoxan, a drug which increases the firing rate of neurons in the locus coeruleus and the release of noradrenaline in the cortex and hippocampus. Two control experiments showed that the drug treatment had no effect on the acquisition of either component of the task - the successive place learning or the visual discrimination. The drug was found to be effective only during the shift phase of the experiment, the idazoxan-treated rats taking fewer trials to reach criterion than the saline. A second experiment showed that idazoxan increased the amount of time spent investigating novel and unexpected objects in a familiar hole board. These results implicate the noradrenergic system in problem-solving which requires an attentional shift or a shift in responding from familiar to novel stimuli.